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I have one complaint about this product. The box that holds these cards states no fewer than five

times "Tabbed by Topic." It also says "categorized to find them quickly" and "guide to find categories

fast." These cards are NOT categorized by topic; they are alphabetized. I thought I could pull out,

for example, cards for the chapter on the Musculoskeletal System or the Cardiovascular System.

Well, I can't. I have to pick through the cards to find the ones associated with each system of the

body. Once I separate them into topics, they'll be fine, I guess. But I didn't expect to have to pick

through and sort 1,000 cards.

They are arranged alphabetically not by Pre, Suffix and root or even by Body area....so getting them

together for actual study was a little time consuming...they also don't have EVERY term that was in

my course and no blanks so I had to create my own on different size cards...blanks would be nice..

This was actually purchased as a gift. I understand that the cards are easy to use, and quite a



helpful study aid. I can say that they arrived within 2 days of my ordering them. And the price was

great.

They were not in order or marked by category as it listed, just alphabetized, which is almost useless.

I still used them because it was the most comprehensive set, but had to go through the entire set

and pull out the words I needed. Very time consuming.

Bought these for my medical terminology class Biology 110. These cards are all prefix,root, and

suffix. If you are looking for actual cards with diseases, anatomy, and physiology terms which is

what the class turns into. You will have to find them else where or make them yourself. These are in

alphabetical order to the term. If you can learn most of these you can figure almost any term out.

Giving it four stars as I feel actual terms should have been in there,and I am having to go through

and organize them in a order that better suits my needs. These will save you from having to write a

card for all the prefixes and suffixes that take a lot of time to write.

This star is only because I do not know how to do a half star it really doesn't deserve any stars.

Missing a lot of the words I needed. I actually sent it back, it was no use to me with some of the

words missing.

Bought these to help me with my Medical Terminology class and there were ALOT of combing

forms that were not included. You would think with all these cards you'd have them all. Would not

suggest these at all.

85% of the words I needed this for were in the list, the rest were very easy to make cards for. This

deck is fantastic, a lot of the complaints I noticed in the reviews are due to laziness. Yeah it's not by

section, like it says on the box several times, but is alphabetized instead. If you pull out your cards

as the words come up in class I just don't see what the problem is. Big deal I had to look in the "E's"

for epidermis rather than under Integumentary system - learn the alphabet people it's actually an

important part of our job to be able to look things up quickly. I highly recommend this set to any

student. I got this for the medical assistant program and am very happy I did.
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